USE OFFER

H-ISAC Member Free Use Offer Of Attivo Networks
Endpoint Detection Net (EDN)
H-ISAC members are eligible to join the program until August, 31, 2021
Attivo Networks will be providing the use of its Endpoint Detection Net (EDN) suite for free to H-ISAC members to help
them combat the increased risks associated with ransomware and attacks using lateral movement.
Preventing lateral movement, credential theft, and privilege escalation has become extremely difficult for security teams
relying on controls that use signature detection or pattern matching. Attivo Networks solutions take a different and
more effective approach based on the attacker’s techniques.
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The EDN suite prevents attackers from breaking out and moving laterally from an endpoint. Specifically, it will:
•

Mitigate ransomware risk by hiding and denying access to the data they are targeting, preventing the
compromise of Active Directory for domain control, engaging the attacker with fake data to slow the attack.

•

Boost endpoint detection performance by an average of 42% over standalone EDR, as validated by MITRE

•

ATT&CK® DIY APT testing.

•

Comprehensively derail attacker discovery, credential theft, lateral movement, privilege escalation, and data
collection/exploitation activities.

•

Protect Active Directory by alerting on unauthorized enumeration.

•

Provide visibility and automated remediation to exposed credentials, service accounts, API keys, shadow admins,
secrets that create attack paths.

•

Obfuscate user, admin, cloud, SaaS data credentials with fake lures and artifacts.

•

Prevent endpoint fingerprinting with early detection of port scanning for vulnerable ports and services.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
With Attivo, H-ISAC members will be able to:
•

Minimize ransomware attack damages

•

Gain immediate value by identifying lateral attack paths

•

Detect known and unknown attacks early

•

Disrupt attacks during attacker observation instead of at execution

•

Scale across a wide variety of endpoints

•

Leverage machine-learning for automated deployment

•

Collect adversary intelligence and forensic data

•

Close detection gaps and boost detection performance as a force multiplier to EPP and EDR solutions

•

Improve detection proficiency during security testing and assessments

Participant Benefits:

Free use of EDN Suite
(Thru 8/31/21)

Deployment Plan
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Analysis of Alerts
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Installation Details
•

Deploying the Free Use Offer EDN features consists of 3 main steps:
•

Install the EDN Manager virtual appliance.

•

Configure network details and import license files in the EDN Manager console.

•

Download and install the Attivo Endpoint Application on Windows, Linux, or Mac endpoints.
Note: the Self-learn Wizard in the EDN Manager console will auto-configure the EDN features.

•

Participants will receive the quick start guide and a video link that explains the installation in greater detail.

•

Members looking to start with a simpler installation can begin with an ADSecure deployment.

•

Installation setup can range from under 1 hour to multiple hours, depending on the network’s size and complexity.
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Offer Trial Dates
•

H-ISAC members are eligible to join the program until August, 31, 2021.

Terms and Conditions
•

The use offer is limited to individuals that are H-ISAC members, individuals who belong to the organization’s
security evaluation or authorization process.

•

Approval is at the discretion of Attivo Networks.

•

Current customers and those in the current process of becoming a customer should contact their sales team
for details on promotion eligibility.

•

Members should share any detections or attack findings with H-ISAC to help other members respond to
attacks and improve their defenses.

•

Members should provide periodic check-ins with Attivo to discuss their experience with the deployment.

•

Members will be required to remove the software or purchase it at the end of the free use period.
Promotional pricing will be made available for purchases.

•

Other software and program usage terms and conditions may apply.

•

Attivo Networks reserves the right to terminate this promotion without notice and at its sole discretion.
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ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in lateral movement attack detection and privilege escalation prevention, delivers a
superior defense for countering threat activity. Through cyber deception and other tactics, the Attivo ThreatDefend®
Platform offers a customer-proven, scalable solution for denying, detecting, and derailing attackers and reducing attack
surfaces without relying on signatures. The portfolio provides patented innovative defenses at critical points of attack,
including at endpoints, in Active Directory, in the cloud, and across the entire network by preventing and misdirecting
attack activity. Forensics, automated attack analysis, and third-party integrations streamline incident response.
Deception as a defense strategy continues to grow and is an integral part of NIST Special Publications and MITRE®
Shield, and its capabilities tightly align to the MITRE ATT&CK® Framework. Attivo has won over 130 awards for its
technology innovation and leadership.
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